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Abstract

As the summer comes to a close, the more I think about my experiences here at Special Collections. This
internship was completely different compared to my past internships, going from giving tours to creating
finding aids for collections. I lived a Civil War Era Studies student’s dream, being able to handle a wide range
of artifacts and documents while helping preserve them at the same time. The Hosford Collection has
portions of it digitized on GettDigital and I am currently working on reorganizing and editing the Civil War
Vertical File Manuscript. The Hosford Collection helped me establish my understanding of archiving very
quickly, double and triple checking my work. His diaries strengthened my understanding of what a soldier’s
life entailed and the hardships they faced. [excerpt]
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The Interns at Gettysburg College’s Musselman Library captured their internship experiences since the spring
of 2011. Over time the blog has featured Fortenbaugh, Smith, and Holley interns. They shared updates on
semester long projects, responded to blogging prompts, and documented their individual intern experience.
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As the summer comes to a close, the more I think about my experiences here at Special Collections.
This internship was completely different compared to my past internships, going from giving tours to
creating finding aids for collections. I lived a Civil War Era Studies student’s dream, being able to
handle a wide range of artifacts and documents while helping preserve them at the same time. The
Hosford Collection has portions of it digitized on GettDigital and I am currently working on reorganizing
and editing the Civil War Vertical File Manuscript. The Hosford Collection helped me establish my
understanding of archiving very quickly, double and triple checking my work. His diaries strengthened
my understanding of what a soldier’s life entailed and the hardships they faced.
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Hosford’s collection was the first of many collections that I got to preserve and explore this summer.
They ranged from swords, diaries, personal items, to even rifles. The access to all of the collections
allowed me to get a better understanding of what soldiers experienced, remembered and carried
during the Civil War. I could have not asked for a better internship this summer to establish my
archiving skills and add to my knowledge about the Civil War. I want to thank the staff at Special
Collections for their hard work and extremely kind nature in training me and working with me on the
Civil War collections. This summer was one full of great memories with coworkers and friends in the
area.
I wish everyone the best and have a great rest of the summer!
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